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INTRODUCTION

Scope

GLOBAL OUTLOOK

2022 nicotine market in key figures
Headline findings for 2022
Category growth comparisons over 2017-2022
Category growth comparisons 2022-2027
Heated tobacco continues to cement place as largest RRP category
Where total cigarettes growth and decline will come from over 2022-2027
Mixed prospects for the top 15 global markets over 2022-2027
Top 15 fastest growing global cigarette markets over 2022-2027
Unwinding of pandemic pressures will return illicit volumes to growth

CATEGORY AND GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Excise increases in Australia to increasingly decouple it from other global markets
China: Positioning and restrictions on alternatives support cigarette volumes
US: Only certainty is return to cigarette declines
Russia : I ncreased isolation likely to support cigarettes and curb RRP
Indonesia: Potential for resilience in cigarettes volumes
Philippines: Consumers solidify shift away from cigarettes
Italy: Cigarettes continue to trend downwards
E-vapour forecast growth heavily concentrated in closed systems
E-vapour prevalence stalls or declines in mature markets
Disposable vaping could influence significant triggers in evolution of the RRP landscape
HTP growth becoming increasingly broad-based
Heated tobacco prevalence trends up as frequencies approach cigarettes
Non tobacco heated products signal opportunity for manufacturers
Nicotine pouch category expands but vast bulk of value remains in the US
Rapid US expansion to fuel nicotine pouch growth but regulatory outlook unclear
Pouches and oral nicotine at the forefront of nicotine’s potential reimagining
All OTP categories except cigarillos predicted to grow over the forecast period

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Trends in tobacco use by region: cigarette prevalence’s inevitable decline
Only 4% of markets forecast to see any growth in smoking prevalence
Global company shares display significant consolidation
Stick equivalent company share by region
Top 15 brand ranking shows benefits of wider exposure

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE: ENDGAME

Generational bans signal an existential endpoint for combustible tobacco

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE: REGULATION

Closed system single use face increasing scrutiny from regulators in the US and EU

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE: GLOBAL OUTLOOK

Sustainability in tobacco involves not just consumers but investors and legislators

KEY DRIVERS SHAPING THE INDUSTRY

Key drivers
Ongoing inflation and cost-of-living crisis set to challenge tobacco operators
Diminishing resonance of tobacco use is self-reinforcing
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Nicotine universe expands but format fragmentation happening in slow motion
Additional regulation in both character and degree facing the industry
Substitutes for tobacco in the spotlight

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/world-market-for-tobacco/report.


